Fieldhouse and LaFortune restoration advised

by Jerry Lukus

Last night, the Committee for Social Understanding met to verify two proposals which they intend to present to the Student Affairs branch of the Board of Trustees on Thursday morning at 10 a.m.

The first proposal, written by Professor Richard Bizot of the English Department, and Sophomore Dan O'Connell, concerns the renovation and suggested use of buildings in the area of LaFortune Student Center. The buildings involved in their proposal are the Fieldhouse, LaFortune, and the Psychology Building.

The proposal states, "The close proximity of Washington Hall, the Fieldhouse, and the LaFortune Student Center could lead to the development of facilities devoted to social and non-academic cultural pursuits. This nuclear center should be a focal point on the campus, reserved to be maintained; in fact, it deserves to be improved, by renovation and by addition."

They urged that the Fieldhouse be renovated unless an entirely new arts center can be built. They argued that the renovation of the fieldhouse would supply a great deal of necessary space for the purpose of the arts at Notre Dame. Professor Bizot contended that "Without a nucleus, located at a central point on the campus, deserves to be maintained."

The committee hopes that an academic affairs committee will be established for the fieldhouse in place of the Student Senate. They suggest to the Trustees that the Lounge be converted into an "university office for the top floor of the center, for example."

For the ground floor of the center (now occupied by the Rec Room) the committee recommends "to be converted into office space for all of those organizations now occupying LaFortune."

The establishment of an inexpensive limited coffeehouse restaurant is in their plans for the first floor of the student center. It would be part cafeteria and part wadsworth." It would not be merely "an enlargement of the Huddle; that would simply be the same making of a magnificently current inadequacy."

Bizot said that office space on this floor could be perceived if necessary.

The committee's next proposal concerns the renovation of the second floor of LaFortune. They suggest to the Trustees that the Lounge be converted into a Student Used Book Exchange and Student Co-op Craft Shop. The idea here suggested that the students should have a shop on campus where they could sell their crafts. The shop would also be a place to sell such things as sandals, paintings, beads, etc., all manufactured by the students. This student-hosted proposal is the first of its kind, producing the ideas for a coffeehouse, providing inexpensive accommodations to campus guests who cannot afford more expensive rooms.

All of the offices located on the third floor would then be moved to the ground floor existing office space, and the old offices on the third floor would then be remodeled. The committee recommends that the Student Union committee perform other similar tasks.

The major proposal here calls for the establishment of an interchangeable dining pass good in either school's dining halls. Though cost may differ, it is a swing to the left.

Student Ass. rejects literary fee; allocates ABCW $500

by Sue Mullin

Last night the Student Assembly voted against charging students a fee to purchase a magazine and literary fee with their tuition. Members of the Assembly placed a motion on the basis that most of the money would go to the Blue and Gold and not all students may want a yearbook.

Carol Sanders, treasurer for the Association of Black Colle­ giate Woman (ABCW) was at the meeting to request an allocation of $600 for the ABCW. She said that the association hopes to raise $350 on its own.

According to Kirk Sanders their budget would be as follows: $450 for speakers, $150 for conference, $50 for paper, $50 for duplicating, and $150 miscellaneous. She also said that the ABCW has no program for speakers yet as they need to know how much money they will have in their budget.

The Student Assembly passed a motion to allocate $500 to the ABCW. It was also voted to have the ABCW's books audited by Student Body Treasurer Carol Lacey.

Carol Lacey made a financial report to the Assembly. According to Miss Lacey about $14,000 will be taken in from Student Government fees this year. The Student Assembly hopes to leave next year's student government about $4000 to carry over from May to October. This year's Assembly was left with only $1,567.83 from last year's funds.

The Assembly also discussed the possibility of co-education. Student Body President Ann Marie Heslin said that the Assembly might meet with Notre Dame student government to discuss the matter.

"The Silent Majority" could swing to leftmost tone

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The all important 1970 re-election analysis is here. The big question perturbing political pundits these days is whether the swing to the right predicted by Scammon and Wat­ teshberg in their book "The Great Majority" is actually taking place.

Soundings taken at the grass roots by a number of pundits indicate it is indeed a swing to the right. Particularly among conservative voters.

However, grass root sounding taken by a number of other pundits indicate the swing to the right by conservative voters may be offset by a swing to the left among liberal voters.
SMC counseling program reversed under guidance of Miss Martucci

by Sue Bary

St. Mary’s Department of Counseling is on an expansion course, with Miss Mary Martucci as director.

When Miss Martucci came to the college three years ago, there was no counseling department as such, but a number of places on campus where that type of help was available. Her job was to bring these resources together to create a central office.

“My interpretation of a counseling center is an area that handles developmental types of concerns which students this age have,” Miss Martucci said. She stresses the prevention of student difficulties as well as the solution to them.

The department director developed the advisor program at SMC. Upper class advisors are assigned small groups of freshmen to help them in adjusting to academic and other aspects of college and community life.

“The advisor program is the key in this contemporary world,” Miss Martucci said. “The society is complex and a peer group can help much more effectively . . . there is no deep therapy; if the need is there, the freshmen are recommended to the Notre Dame psychological services.”

Miss Martucci is the only professionally trained person in her department and a “department of one cannot do all the things that a counseling service should do.” She said that freshmen year is a center of concentration for counseling help because it is the most difficult time in college life, but she is also responsible for the other three classes.

“Counseling is based on student needs. It is concerned with developmental functions, corrective and preventive — counseling can’t be an end in itself, it has to be a service.”

The director has several goals in mind for the expansion of counseling services at St. Mary’s. More professional counselors, working out of the department office, concentration of help to students other than freshmen, vocational testing for freshmen before college or during the first semester, facilities for personality appraisal and organization of groups of people with similar difficulties for their mutual benefit. She has arranged some vocational tests for freshmen next semester.

“The new professionals are number one,” she said. “It isn’t only my effort. If we get more professionals, we can get more involved — we’re kind of skimming the surface.

“The main thing is personnel — the enrichment and expansion of training to undergraduate personnel.”

Miss Martucci describes her own background as “moving from one discipline to another.”

She is currently working on her dissertation, vocational development of women, in counseling and guidance under the department of education of Notre Dame.

Miss Martucci feels that adults have a responsibility to young people — she sees it as a responsibility for which I try to use the talent I have in whatever way I can.”

MECHA meets

The Notre Dame Chicano student organization, MECHA, will meet this evening at 7 p.m. in the Urban Studies workroom in the Holy Family Memorial Hall. Proposals for the recruitment of “la raza” students formulated by the MECHA research committee will be presented.
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Irish ruggers win one "with gusto"" by J.W. Finding Observer Sportswriter

Rugby is the electric sport. A little bit of football, a little bit of soccer, a little bit of basketball. Actually rugby looks as if a bunch of drunk freshmen were playing "keep away" with a ball over a century ago and started kicking the ball out of bounds. The Irish have gone through many rocks in their head to stay on top in every after- noon.

All the members of the Notre Dame rugby team played the sport before they came to du Lac, most of them had never heard of it. Nevertheless, this year's Irish rugger team, led by Captain Mike Morrison, is rated among the top three teams in the Midwest Rugby Union. On Saturday the Irish ruggers showed that they were playing the game right and deserving their classification ranking as they beat the previously unbeaten Indy Reds 11-6 bringing their season record to 4-1.

In the past two weeks the Irishruggers looked like something out of Gallie's Travels. A conservative was grew out of the Irish youth, and the Irish about 30 pounds per man. The Irish stars are little guys like Bill Berry, Tom Herlihy, and Mike Mark Ruhm. The electricity seemed to be running in the Irish rugby team. A little bit of soccer. A little bit of cricket. Almost all the Indianapolis team kicked better than the Irish all day, Notre Dame controlled the set-scrums and one fine footwork by Steve Smege, Morrison, and Ron Cheran. The Irish also dominated the lineouts 11-6. The lineout was one of the few breaks the Irish had. The Irish had both, a brilliant job of running the ball back to the halfbacks.

Some fine kicking by Bob Horsley, Steve Brems, and Jim Hagenharter moved the ball into Indianapolis territory near the end of the first period. The Irish then scored as the scrum got the ball to Tom Herlihy who passed it to Herb Giorgio. The speedy Giorgio ran thirty yards for a score—a long run in rugby since there is no blocking. Smege added the conversion that the Irish enjoyed a 8-3 halftime advantage.

During the second half, the better conditioned Notre Dame team won out their opposition. The Indy Reds tightened the game midway through the period with a long kicking game. However, the Irish soon followed with another Smege Morrison. The Irish defense, by some inspired tackling by Bill Choquette, refused to allow the Reds to cross the goal line during the whole game. The Irish "B" team was just too much for them. They won 19-0. Chris Swaidling took a try in each half. Fred Manley, John Greving, and John Leito each scored a try. Leito added two conversions for the "B" team.

Rugby games are never over. They are relived long into the night with beer and song. It is part of the tradition. As Bill Berry puts it, "We beat the hell out of each other during the game, then drink and be friends after the game." Sure enough.

There was Charley Blum of the Irish, who was an opponent whom he would have gladly kicked just a few minutes before. The fellow kicked after such a brutal game is certainly amazing. Of course, the ruggers warmly invited all those who watched along the sidelines to their party that night. Eight kegs of Schlitz. And, why not? In rugby, as in life, you only go around once.

Terry Shields

---
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All the members of the Notre Dame rugby team played the sport before they came to du Lac, most of them had never heard of it. Nevertheless, this year's Irish rugger team, led by Captain Mike Morrison, is rated among the top three teams in the Midwest Rugby Union. On Saturday the Irish ruggers showed that they were playing the game right and deserving their classification ranking as they beat the previously unbeaten Indy Reds 11-6 bringing their season record to 4-1.

The Irish jumped off to an early lead as Doug Smege kicked a 22-yard penalty kick. The Indy Reds matched it with a penalty kick of their own. Although the Indianapolis team kicked better than the Irish all day, Notre Dame controlled the set-scrums and one fine footwork by Steve Smege, Morrison, and Ron Cheran. The Irish also dominated the lineouts 11-6. The lineout was one of the few breaks the Irish had. The Irish had both, a brilliant job of running the ball back to the halfbacks.

Some fine kicking by Bob Horsley, Steve Brems, and Jim Hagenharter moved the ball into Indianapolis territory near the end of the first period. The Irish then scored as the scrum got the ball to Tom Herlihy who passed it to Herb Giorgio. The speedy Giorgio ran thirty yards for a score—a long run in rugby since there is no blocking. Smege added the conversion that the Irish enjoyed a 8-3 halftime advantage.

During the second half, the better conditioned Notre Dame team won out their opposition. The Indy Reds tightened the game midway through the period with a long kicking game. However, the Irish soon followed with another Smege Morrison. The Irish defense, by some inspired tackling by Bill Choquette, refused to allow the Reds to cross the goal line during the whole game. The Irish "B" team was just too much for them. They won 19-0. Chris Swaidling took a try in each half. Fred Manley, John Greving, and John Leito each scored a try. Leito added two conversions for the "B" team.

Rugby games are never over. They are relived long into the night with beer and song. It is part of the tradition. As Bill Berry puts it, "We beat the hell out of each other during the game, then drink and be friends after the game." Sure enough.

There was Charley Blum of the Irish, who was an opponent whom he would have gladly kicked just a few minutes before. The fellow kicked after such a brutal game is certainly amazing. Of course, the ruggers warmly invited all those who watched along the sidelines to their party that night. Eight kegs of Schlitz. And, why not? In rugby, as in life, you only go around once.
Committee proposes Dining Hall alterations

(Continued from page 1)

create an obstacle, users hope that this can be worked out between the food services, Bizzet and O'Donnell present eight de­

finitive proposals for the dining halls on the campus of Notre Dame. The committee suggested that the South Dining Hall be divided up into smaller sections to cut down on the noise and impersonality. Next, they

recommended that a new form of serving be devised to cut down on the long lines. Their third idea proposed that each section of the dining hall serve different foods, thereby creating diversity for the students. They hope that tables can be reserved for certain group meetings in quiet areas for discussion. Live music in the South Dining Hall at lunch and dinner would aid in destroying the present atmosphere of the hall. Sixth, food service should make food available to halls for hall dinners and cook-outs.

All of the Dining Hall propo­

sals incorporate the much dis­

cussed possibility of co-edu­

cation. They have been recom­

mended with that fact in mind.

Stage two of Majors nite

scheduled for Thursday

The second stage of Majors night will be sponsored by the St. Mary's Academic Com­

mission Thursday night, October 29, in Madeleva Hall at 8:00 P.M.

As during the first half of majors night, students will have the chance to find out about the department of study they are interested in during the session. The participating departments explain major requirements, what the department has to offer the student, what can be done in the particular field after graduation, and the co-exchange program with Notre Dame. The following departments already presented their programs: Chemistry, English, Foreign Studies Program, Mathematics, Modern Languages, and Speech and Drama.

On Thursday the Economics and Business, Education, History, Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, Religious Studies, and Sociology depart­

ments will present to discuss their programs.
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One of year's "ten best films": New York Times, Saturday Review, Time Magazine
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